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MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Life passes, ephemeral and simple in what is palpable to you, to reveal an Eternity and a sublime
Truth. Every expression of life that is not material does not perish and endures, to demonstrate to
humankind where their heart must be.

The memories, the learning experiences, the examples, the teachings, the true feelings of Love, all
of this remains alive, inside and outside of humankind and also in the Heart of God and in the
Sacred Books, as part of the history of humanity, as part of the history of the renewal of the Heart of
the Father.

Life passes so quickly in order to reveal a Truth and a mystery that transcends the body and human
understanding: there is a reality that exceeds all the wisdom that humanity has already known; there
is a Life that transcends everything that today you understand as life.

See, children, how the Eternal knocks on your door so that you may enter into the Time of no time,
into Real Time.

Let this moment not be a loss to you, but rather a link with the Truth, because your instructor on
Earth leaves the world to raise you to the Universe. Everything he learned in life, he will elevate to
a Greater Life, and the sublime learning experiences that he will live in the Universe will be
revealed to your heart, as a higher teaching.

Therefore, embrace this moment as a step towards Infinity. Let this new cycle, of your instructor
and master, in this and in many lives, elevate you to new cycles, as Work and as beings in
evolution.

The one who accompanies this moment with gratitude will take a step towards Infinity and will
place, not only their heart, but a part of the human consciousness, closer to God, in His Eternity.

 Eternity, children, is not death. Eternity is Life revealed.

 Your Father and Friend,

 The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


